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%°# There's an exciting computer adventure in store for you, and you'll be learning

science facts too! You've been shipwrecked on the magical Science Island, and an emergency
radio weather bulletin says the hurricane season is rapidly approaching. Your only hope is to build
a shelter. Fast.

Fortunately, you've brought along the fascinating book, Science Facts You Won't Believe,
which is included in this package. It will come in handy for surviving on the island. There's a magical
memcar parked on the beach, so you can drive around the island, collecting memstones to use in
building your shelter as you answer interesting science questions.

After completing your shelter, you'll move on to Level Two, where
you'll face more challenging questions. Then to Level Three, where
you'll explore Troll Forest, collecting more memstones to build a
magnificent castle... if you can find the answers to even more
advanced questions in the hidden mines. And watch out for those
treacherous Troll Traps!

The entire class or family will join in to outwit the terrible trolls
and tackle these tantalizing science questions. Along the way,
players will gain valuable skills in researching
information in reference books, reading, interpreting
diagrams, solving problems, and using computers.

Players will be astonished to have their misconceptions
shattered — the compass does not point to the North Pole, camel's
humps do not contain water, and the moon does not have a
dark side.

You can leave the program at any time and return later to pick up
where you left off, and up to 30 people can participate. The comprehensive Resource Book includes
basic information on the program and suggested activities such as Science Bluff, a BASIC program.

Secrets of Science Island* is part of the Adventure in Knowledge Series from Grolier, the world's
leading publisher of encyclopedias, including the Encyclopedia Americana, the Academic American
Encyclopedia (print and online), and The New Book of Knowledge Encyclopedia; and noted children's
books and educational materials. The Secrets of Science Island is produced by Intentional
Educations, co-developer of the best-selling Bank Street Writer.™ Integrating computer software and
books, the innovative Adventures in Knowledge Series uses colorful, animated computer adventures
to encourage reading and help develop information literacy skills for today's information age.
*Based on Grolier's well-known The Isle of Mem, from the Knowledge Explorer Series.
For the Apple® lie, He; II and 11+ with 64K RAM and one disk drive and DOS 3.3 or ProDOS.

Look for these other exciting computer software products from Grolier Electronic Publishing:
Treasure Hunter, Friendly Filer, Friendly Files, Easy Graph, and more to come.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Co. Bank Street Writer is a registered trademark of Bank Street College.
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